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The Broad-Based Black Economic 

Empowerment (“B-BBEE”) Commission is 

established in terms of B-BBEE Act 53 of 

2003, as amended by Act 46 of 2013 (“B-BBEE 

Act”). The main objective of the B-BBEE Act 

is to advance economic transformation and 

enhance economic participation of previously 

marginalised group in the South African 

economy. In instances of inconsistencies or 

misalignment with other pieces of legislation 

in respect to B-BBEE matters, the B-BBEE Act 

will prevail.

The B-BBEE Commission is established to 

oversee, monitor, promote compliance with 

the requirements of the B-BBEE Act, to receive 

complaints relating to B-BBEE, to investigate 

any matter relating to B-BBEE, to promote 

advocacy, to maintain a registry of major 

B-BBEE transactions and to receive and analyse 

such reports as may be received concerning 

B-BBEE compliance from organs of state, public 

entities and JSE listed entities, amongst other 

things. 

The B-BBEE Commission strategic plans are 

linked to the dti objectives and goals of the 

National Development Plan (NDP).  In order 

to achieve its strategic plans and effectively 

fulfil its mandate, the B-BBEE Commission 

needs to be adequately capacitated with 

requisite resources in terms of financial 

and human resources, and procurement of 

office space that will assist with recruitment 

and accommodating its officials and offer a 

branding opportunity in terms of promoting its 

existence and accessibility to the public.  

In 2018/19 financial year, the B-BBEE 

Commission conducted various workshops 

nationally to raise awareness and educate 

stakeholders in order for them to understand 

their obligations and rights under the B-BBEE 

Act. The B-BBEE Commission continues to 

focus its resources in this area to reach more 

stakeholders given the apparent need based 

on the number of complaints and compliance 

reports received thus far. As part of the 

outreach programme, the B-BBEE Commission 

hosts its Annual Conference and the theme 

for the last financial year was Improving State 

Procurement for Real Economic Empowerment 

as state entities have been identified as key 

drivers to bring about economic transformation.  

The B-BBEE Commission achieved 76% 

performance on its targeted milestones 

on average over the first three quarters of 

2018/19 financial year. This is commendable 

achievement considering that the B-BBEE 

Commission is operating with limited human 

and financial resources based on budget 

allocation by the dti. Through its complaints 

handling and investigation process, the B-BBEE 

Commission has issued sixty-six (66) Notices of 

Non-Investigation and has finalised seventy-

two (72) investigations with investigation 

reports completed. Noteworthy is findings 

published by the B-BBEE Commission against 

SAB&T BEE Services (Pty) Ltd and BEE Matrix for 

failing to conduct a proper verification process 

and for issuing invalid B-BBEE certificates.

Memoranda of Understanding have been 

concluded with KwaZulu-Natal Department 

of Economic Development, Tourism and 

Environmental Affairs, National Gambling 

Board, Competition Commission, Companies 

and Intellectual Property Commission, 

Commission for Employment Equity, South 

African National Accreditation Systems and 

South African Revenue Services, leading 

to collaboration on compliance, referrals, 

education and joint investigation matters that 

have impact on corporate governance and 

B-BBEE matters.

In terms of section 13G of the B-BBEE Act, the 

B-BBEE Commission received a total of 347 

compliance reports from JSE listed companies, 

sector councils and organs of state as at 31 

December 2018. Of the 347 compliance reports 

received only four (4) were from government 

departments, two (2) from SETAs, thirty-six 

(36) from public entities and two (2) from the 

sector councils.  

I, therefore, take this opportunity to remind 

all government departments and entities to 

ensure compliance with the B-BBEE Act and 

for Auditor General to include compliance 

reporting as part of its audit requirement. 

Further, respective Portfolio Committees and 

the Department of Monitoring and Evaluation 

within the Presidency are requested to 

include compliance with B-BBEE as part of 

their oversight role relating to government 

departments and entities. 

I am pleased to table the B-BBEE Commission’s 

three (3) year Annual Performance Plan 

2019/20 – 2021/22, which highlights in detail 

how objectives will be met. This will essentially 

lead to the required change in the structure 

of our economy to enable entry and full 

participation by black people and contribute 

positively in decreasing unemployment and 

poverty.

________________________

Dr Rob Davies, MP
Minister of Trade and Industry

Foreword	by	
the	Executive	
Authority
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Overview by  
the	Accounting	
Officer

Given the scourge of fronting that was 

identified as a major risk for the successful 

implementation of B-BBEE, we are pleased 

that the compliance strategy is beginning to 

pay off. In this regard proactive requests for 

advisory opinions and presentations from 

stakeholders have increased significantly. We 

have issued twenty-six (26) advisory opinions, 

one thousand and thirty (1030) clarifications 

as well as provided the necessary guidance 

to increase the level of compliance through 

meetings and practice guides. 

We continue to implement measures to combat 

fronting practices where alleged or discovered 

through our monitoring mechanisms, and we 

are concerned that 90% of the total complaints 

we have received relate to allegations of 

fronting which are prevalent in ownership, 

enterprise development and management 

control in entities. However, a decrease by 

19% in complaints received from 1 April to 

31 December 2018 is noticeable compared to 

2016/17 financial year same period, but the 

quality of complaints received has increased. 

We realise that complaints require sensitivity, 

attention to detail and urgent intervention 

as most complainants would have suffered 

for a number of years prior to receiving 

attention and assistance. In instances where 

deemed necessary or appropriate, we pursue 

alternation dispute resolution which offers 

immediate relief for complainants rather than 

the criminal process that may take a number 

of years before redress to the complainants 

can be achieved. Notwithstanding the above, 

some complaints were referred to NPA/SAPS 

for criminal investigation whereas other 

complaints outside jurisdiction of the B-BBEE 

Commission were referred to other regulatory 

institutions such as Companies and Intellectual 

Property Commission (CIPC).   

As from 1 April 2018 to 31 December 2018 

we have produced twenty-nine investigations 

with eleven (11) final investigation reports 

produced and eighty-three (83) merit 

assessment reports. We have issued eighty-

seven (87) Notices of Non-Investigation, in 

respect of complaints where we found no 

evidence of contravention of the B-BBEE Act, 

for instance a matter predates the B-BBEE 

Act, or does not fall within our jurisdiction. 

We have successfully concluded twelve (12) 

agreements relating to alternative dispute 

resolution where complainants were paid 

in excess of R100 million as redress arising 

from the complaints and contributions were 

made towards promoting objectives of the 

B-BBEE Act, particularly upskilling of black 

beneficiaries. 

Pursuant to the publication of the notice in 

the government gazette for the registration 

of major B-BBEE transactions by the Minister 

of Trade and Industry, Dr Rob Davis on 09 

June 2017, three hundred and forty-one 

(341) B-BBEE transactions were registered as 

at 31 March 2018, of those transactions one 

hundred and fourteen (114) involved Trusts, 

two hundred and twelve (212) certificates of 

registration were issued and one hundred and 

thirteen (113) rejected for non-compliance. 

Moreover, three hundred and forty-seven 

(347) compliance reports were received from 

public companies listed on the JSE, organs 

of state and public entities in line with the 

requirement of section 13G of the B-BBEE Act. 

We are concerned though that only two (2) 

compliance reports were received from SETAs 

and forty (40) were filed by organs of state and 

public entities.

In reviewing our strategic plans, we discussed 

measurable performance indicators upon 

which our work and impact on intended 

beneficiaries can be verified, as well as strategic 

risks, which we could be exposed to together 

with mitigating controls. We have identified 

our key focus areas as follows: 

• Safeguarding the outcomes of an inclusive 

economy;

• Implementing corrective enforcement to 

achieve compliance;

• Researching, analysing and reporting on 

the state of transformation;

• Collaborating with relevant stakeholders 

to advance transformation; and

• Developing capability and capacity of 

the B-BBEE Commission to deliver on its 

mandate.

We will continue to pursue the compliance 

strategy by raising awareness on the 

requirements of the B-BBEE, guiding and 

assisting stakeholders to implement initiatives 

and transactions in a manner that promotes 

the objectives of the B-BBEE Act through 

information sessions, provision of guidelines 

and advisory opinions, as well as interpretation 

of the B-BBEE legislation. We will also 

implement our corrective enforcement strategy 

with stern action taken against those that 

show blatant disregard of the law and repeat 

offenders including those that have been 

issued with warning or instruction letters but 

failed to correct the behaviour.

In cases of blatant disregard of the B-BBEE Act 

and B-BBEE Commission directive/s, we will 

refer such matters for criminal investigation 

and prosecution, including referral to courts 

or Companies and Intellectual Property 

Commission (CIPC) with the view to declare 

directors of companies as delinquent directors 

so that they can be excluded from holding any 

directorship. Also, we will engage with National 

Treasury to register transgressors on the tender 

defaulters list and for cancellation of contracts 

by government departments and entities, 

but also continue to encourage state entities 

to conduct due diligence prior to granting 

contracts/tenders to prevent unnecessary and 

prolonged court cases. This financial year we 

aim to fully implement our communication 

strategy to effectively communicate the work 

of the B-BBEE Commission, including the 

findings on concluded cases and referrals.
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Despite our official office hours, we commit to being accessible and 

reachable to all our stakeholders, by developing and implementing a 

twenty-four (24)-hour Contact Centre to provide best services and rapid 

advice as required. With a track record of two (2) years, we will embark on 

extensive communication of the work of the B-BBEE Commission through 

publication of decisions, alternative dispute resolution agreements reached 

and referral for prosecution. This will also enable us to not only name and 

shame culprits, but to have others learn from corrective action taken by 

other entities that had inadvertently violated the B-BBEE Act.

We will continue to monitor the markets daily and introduce measures to 

enable us to detect systematically improper and unethical practices that 

undermine the objectives of the B-BBEE Act, and initiate investigations 

against the offending entities. Attention to quicker redress through 

alternative dispute resolution mechanisms, will be provided where 

applicable to reduce litigation costs, but will not be entertained in respect 

of serious violations or repeat offenders.

Realising that both the public and the private sector are key to achieving 

the objectives of the B-BBEE Act, we will continue with our collaboration 

efforts through stakeholder engagement and implement activities towards 

the fulfilment of the Memoranda of Understanding that we concluded 

with KwaZulu-Natal Department of Economic Development, Tourism and 

Environmental Affairs, SANAS, CIPC, Competition Commission, NGB and 

the Commission for Employment Equity. Further, we will put measures to 

effectively implement the referral protocol with sector councils in order to 

create the required consistency and harmonisation. 

We will on ad-hoc basis identify persons that should benefit from B-BBEE, 

facilitate access/referral to relevant agencies and entities to receive 

financial and non-financial support, and assist them with links to platforms 

for market access and general marketing of products and services, whilst 

aiming to encourage beneficiaries to benefit from enterprise and supplier 

development elements in the B-BBEE Act. 

In order to improve our operational efficiency, we are currently in the 

process of developing a Case Management System (CMS) which will 

introduce automated registration, reporting, complaints handling and 

further provide us with the capability for large data management and 

information intelligence.

We will acknowledge and reward entities for significant steps taken 

to achieve the objectives of the B-BBEE Act and attaining the economic 

transformation milestones. We will reward entities for leading from the 

front on B-BBEE, instead of fronting black people to achieve false B-BBEE 

credentials. In this regard, we will continue to recognise entities that are 

contributing positively towards implementation of B-BBEE through our 

annual awards which coincide with our Annual Conference.

We continue our focus on the quality of B-BBEE transactions and initiatives 

in the market; the impact of these B-BBEE transactions and initiatives in 

respect of all five (5) elements of B-BBEE; as well as incorporating measures 

to ensure the sustainability of B-BBEE transactions are concluded. 

A mind-set shift is required to move away from the ‘tick box’ approach to 

B-BBEE to a more strategic and sustainable implementation by measured 

entities, as well as a shift away from ‘get rich quick’ approach by some black 

people involved in B-BBEE transactions and initiatives as these undermine 

the objectives of the B-BBEE Act. The benefits of B-BBEE must be felt by 

all, especially the poor, through the development / support of black owned 

enterprises and industrialists that can grow the economy and create 

employment opportunities. 

Having taken into consideration the challenges that may impact our 

operations and the dynamic environment we operate in, we are guided 

by the following organisational values, which serve as a base for how we 

serve, act and interact with our stakeholders:

An inclusive economy is our first consideration 

• Our first priority and commitment is our national economic interests

• Our stakeholders are key to us achieving our economic goals 

Open access and availability to all economic citizens

• We offer swift turnaround times guided by our service standards

• We offer fair and consistent redress within the legislative parameters 

• We offer quick responses as we do not own any red tape

Impartiality

• We act without favour, fear, bias or prejudice regardless of the 

pressure we may be brought under

• We handle all matters objectively in living our purpose 

• We respect confidentiality within the law

Consistency

• We provide clear directions and reliable guidance 

• We provide decisions and advice that is consistent  

Accountability for all our decisions and actions taken by us

• We uphold and respect all decisions taken by our organization

• We trust all our staff to serve stakeholders diligently and professionally

• We take responsibility for our actions

Zero Tolerance for corruption

• We are committed to proper governance

• We are transparent in all dealings

• We do not tolerate any corruption

Our brand promise is that of ‘an inclusive economy for all’, which in essence 

refers to equal participation in the economy, equal access to wealth 

opportunities by all people, inclusion of black industrialists in the economy 

and availability of non-financial and financial support and incentive 

schemes to achieve equality. 

No one should be left behind as we strive for an inclusive economy for 

all; hence our plan for the coming year is to continue with compliance 

programmes which will include the adoption of leniency programme and 

enforcement where required with target being mining communities, rural 

communities, young people, amongst others. We will use our partners and 

networks to identify them proactively, and ensure that they have access to 

our services and can actively participate.

We guarantee zero tolerance to corruption, fronting and misrepresentation 

of B-BBEE status by measured entities. Our corrective enforcement coupled 

with our compliance driven strategy will isolate the culprits against whom 

strong and unapologetic action must be taken.

I would also like to extend my sincere appreciation to the Management 

Team and Staff of the B-BBEE Commission for their hard work, passion and 

dedication in making a difference in the lives of South African citizens. We 

are also grateful to our strategic partners and other key stakeholders for the 

tremendous support. 

Thank you to the Minister, the Deputy Minister and the Director-General 

for their continued guidance and support in our work.

____________________________________________________________

Ms.	Zodwa	Ntuli		
Commissioner
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Sign-off
It is hereby certified that:

This plan is developed by the management of the Broad-Based Black 

Economic Empowerment Commission under the guidance of the 

Commissioner, Ms Zodwa Ntuli, and with the participation of the Entity 

Oversight Unit of the dti.

This plan reveals the strategic goals and objectives which the B-BBEE 

Commission will consider over the period 2019/20 – 2021/22 in order to 

achieve its mandate. It also takes into account all relevant policies and 

legislation for which the B-BBEE Commission is responsible. 

Signature: 

____________________________________________________________

Ms.	Zodwa	Ntuli		
Commissioner 

Signature: 

____________________________________________________________

Dr Rob Davies, MP
Executive Authority 
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1.	Our	Vision

An inclusive industrialised economy that is globally competitive 

Inclusive – refers to equal participation, equitable opportunities for all, and 

benefits experienced by every section of the society across South Africa. 

This generally implies a link of macroeconomic and microeconomic factors 

of the economy for inclusivity to materialise. As the B-BBEE Commission, 

we are vested with a regulatory responsibility to ensure that the South 

Africa’s economy is broad-based and inclusive in order to attain the vision 

2030 in the National Development Plan (NDP). For the economy to thrive, 

function and grow all South Africans must be involved and contribute 

meaningfully in the value chain and critical sectors of the economy. 

Therefore, inclusivity must be facilitated through skills development, 

ownership, management control, socio-economic development, enterprise 

and supplier development, as well as removing economic barriers for black 

people, so joint efforts by private and public sector is required as no one 

individual can do this on their own.

Industrialised – refers to the creation of a sustainable productive economy 

that is driven by a wide range of locally sourced and produced products 

and services. This envisages an economy that has a high rate of literacy 

levels, stimulates economic and employment growth through targeted 

programmes, allows trade and investment more in education to produce 

highly competent and skilled labour force that could contribute to job 

creation, creates start-ups and broaden the production base. Involves 

well developed and productive commercial markets such as advanced 

manufacturing and value added services. In essence more beneficiation 

and exporting of value added products instead on raw material.

Economy - entails the state of the country in terms of production, 

distribution and consumption of goods and services in a particular 

geographic region. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) in its press 

briefing of April 2015 painted a picture of declining economic growth in 

emerging and developing economies. It is imperative for the country to 

grow its economy through internal production and distribution of goods 

locally and internationally, and there is a need for a strong trade investment 

arm within government that will not only identify markets for locals, but 

will also ensure sustainability.

Globally Competitive - implies viable and integrated international markets 

with export capability in order to stimulate economic growth. South Africa 

does not operate in a confined space but has to compete with other nations 

for resources, skills and markets, which means that we have to support our 

local products and services and leverage these against other markets. We 

need to focus on areas where we have uniquely South African products that 

can be targeted for export markets – we need to have niche and unique 

offerings. In this regard, benchmarks, peer reviews and adherence to world 

standards provide the necessary pointers on the areas that the country 

must improve or capitalize on to remain globally competitive, without 

compromising national economic interests.

2. Our Mission

To facilitate the accelerated productive implementation of the Act 

Facilitate – to make it easy and possible for the B-BBEE Commission 

stakeholders to comply with and implement the B-BBEE Act by creating 

conducive environment for interactions and engagements; and by providing 

guidance and support through advisory opinions, explanatory notices and 

clarifications, amongst other things, on the application and interpretation of 

the B-BBEE Act, and implementing education and awareness programmes 

and corrective measures for non-compliance.

Accelerated – ensuring that transformation moves at a faster pace with a 

target in mind from the existing baseline, which can be regularly measured 

to ensure that the country is meeting its economic objectives on equity 

and empowerment for all intended beneficiaries of B-BBEE. This includes 

reaching out to targeted people, sectors and industries that have not felt 

transformation and empowerment to date, and enhance the impact of 

B-BBEE on all sectors of our society. 

Productive - moving to a more applied industry where raw materials are 

transformed into finished products within our country; a state where we do 

not rely on imported goods for our finished products. We plan to interact 

with learning and technology institutions, engage with students and youth 

to encourage entrepreneurship and innovation at a young age, facilitate 

access to financial and non-financial support and guidance for potential 

and established companies, not working longer hours but working smarter 

and creatively, come up with new and innovative ideas and technologies to 

take the country forward, and provide a conducive working environment 

where citizens are serviced properly.

Implementation – it is often said that South Africa has the best policies 

but always suffers when it comes to implementation due to many factors 

including red tape, lack of coordination, not understanding the vision, 

implementers not understanding mandate, lack of resources and finances 

and other related constraints. Thus, it is important that the B-BBEE 

Commission is properly and sufficiently resourced with the funds, assets 

and people with the requisite skill and expertise to deliver on the mandate.

3.	Our	Brand	Promise

‘An inclusive economy for all, together’ 

Inclusive – refers to equal participation, equitable opportunities for of 

all, and benefits experienced by every section of the society across South 

Africa. This generally implies a link of macroeconomic and microeconomic 

factors of the economy for inclusivity to materialize.

Economy - entails the state of the country in terms of production, distribution 

and consumption of goods and services in a particular geographic region. 

It is imperative for the country to grow its economy through internal 

production and distribution of goods locally and internationally, and there 

is a need for a strong trade investment arm within government that will not 

only identify markets for locals, but will also ensure sustainability.

Together – forging and forming relations, working as teams and partnering 

with others to achieve end goal – private sector, government, labour and 

civil society - no one should be left behind as we strive for an inclusive 

economy for all. This economy must effectively benefit all of us, thus we 

should work towards the same vision as outlined in the NDP, and in line 

with goals and targets set by Cabinet from time to time.

Part	A:	Strategic	View
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4.	Our	Values

Our operational environment presents various challenges for us, and 

these include lack of proper corporate governance, fronting tendencies, 

falsification of empowering credentials, misrepresentation of facts to 

secure contracts and quick fix solutions to empowerment, all of which 

present a fertile ground for unethical conduct in and outside the public 

sector. Having considered this environment and our goal of operating a 

credible and effective regulatory entity, we have agreed and committed 

ourselves to live by the following equally important values:

Value 1: An inclusive economy is our first consideration 

• Our first priority and commitment is our national economic interests

• Our stakeholders are key to us achieving our economic goals 

Value 2: Open access and availability to all economic citizens

• We offer swift turnaround times guided by our service standards

• We offer fair and consistent redress within the legislative parameters 

• We offer quick responses as we do not own any red tape

Value 3: Impartiality

• We act without favour, fear, bias or prejudice 

• We handle all matters objectively in living our purpose 

• We respect confidentiality within the law 

Value 4: Consistency

• We provide clear directions and reliable guidance 

• We provide decisions and advice that is consistent  

Value 5: Accountability for all decisions and actions taken by us

• We uphold and respect all decisions and actions taken by our entity

• We trust all staff to serve stakeholders diligently and professionally

• We take responsibility for our actions

Value 6: Zero Tolerance for corruption

• We are committed to proper governance

• We are transparent in all dealings

• We do not tolerate any corruption

5.	Legislative	and	Other	Mandates

5.1 Legislative Mandate 

We are established by section 13B of B-BBEE Act and we have jurisdiction 

throughout South Africa. We must be impartial and perform our functions 

without fear, favour or prejudice, in the most cost-effective manner and 

in accordance with the values and principles mentioned in section 195 of 

the Constitution, 1996. In terms of section 13E of the B-BBEE Act, we are 

financed from money that is appropriated by Parliament for the B-BBEE 

Commission, and money lawfully received from any other source. The 

Auditor-General is mandated to audit our financial records every year. 

Given that we are not a listed public entity yet, we operate within the 

budget and reporting framework of the dti.

Section 13F of the B-BBEE Act articulates our functions as follows:

•  To oversee, supervise and promote adherence to the B-BBEE Act in the 

interest of the public;

•  To strengthen and foster collaboration between the public and private 

sector in order to promote and safeguard the objectives of broad-

based black economic empowerment;

•  To receive complaints relating to broad-based black economic 

empowerment in accordance with the B-BBEE Act;

•  To investigate, either on its own initiative or in response to complaints 

received, any matter concerning broad-based black economic 

empowerment;

•  To promote advocacy; access to opportunities and educational 

programmes and initiatives of broad-based black economic 

empowerment;

•  To maintain a register of major broad-based black economic 

empowerment transactions, above a threshold determined by the 

Minister in the Gazette; 

•  To receive and analyse such reports as may be prescribed concerning 

broad-based economic empowerment compliance from organs of 

state, public entities and private sector enterprises;

•  To promote good governance and accountability by creating an 

effective environment for the promotion and implementation of broad-

based black economic empowerment;  

•  To exercise such other powers which are not in conflict with the B-BBEE 

Act as may be conferred on the B-BBEE Commission in writing by the 

Minister; and

•  Increase knowledge of the nature and dynamics and promote 

public awareness of matters relating to broad-based black economic 

empowerment by implementing education and awareness measures, 

providing guidance to the public and conducting research on matters 

relating to its mandate and activities. 

Our strategic focus areas are derived from the mandate in section 13F of the 

B-BBEE Act, with the resources made available in accordance with section 

13E of the B-BBEE Act and takes into account all responsibilities under the 

Constitution and the PFMA governing organs of state and public entities.

The B-BBEE Act and the Codes of Good Practice clearly outline the 

imperatives that the performance of our mandate must make an impact 

on, and in terms of which transformation progress should be measured, 

namely:

• Ownership

• Management Control

• Enterprise and Supplier Development

• Skills Development

• Socio-Economic Development

6.	Situational	analysis
6.1 Performance environment

The B-BBEE Commission was established in terms section 13B of the B-BBEE 

Act.  The B-BBEE Commission commenced its operations in June 2016 after 

the publication of B-BBEE Regulations.

The B-BBEE Commission developed strategic partnerships with other 

regulatory entities to explore other synergies and collaborate on 

investigations in order to reach the desired results in executing its mandate.

The Memoranda of Understanding have been concluded with various 

regulatory structures namely; National Gambling Board, Competition 

Commission, Companies and Intellectual Property Commission, Commission 

for Employment Equity, South African National Accreditation Systems and 

South African Revenue Services.  

Furthermore, the B-BBEE Commission has established the Legal and 

Compliance Committee, chaired by Ms Zandile Mpungose, and the 

Enforcement Committee chaired by, Mr Lutendo Sigogo, to provide 

guidance in the execution of its mandate. 
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Given the number of fraudulent certificates in the market, the B-BBEE 

Commission developed a B-BBEE Certificate Portal system which requires 

verification professionals/agencies to upload approved B-BBEE certificates. 

This is a measure to reduce use of fraudulent certificates and in future 

the public and organs of state will be able to access the system to verify 

validity of certificates they receive. In addition, the system allows the 

B-BBEE Commission to monitor the state of B-BBEE compliance and analyse 

trends for purposes of producing the report on the National Status of 

Transformation. The B-BBEE Commission is in the process of developing 

phase two of the portal system that will enable the system to integrate 

with other departments especially Central Supplier Database. 

As at 31 December 2018 the B-BBEE Commission received a total of three 

hundred and thirty-seven (337) compliance reports since inception from 

public companies listed in the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) in line 

with the requirement of section 13G of the B-BBEE Act. Of the 337 received 

compliance reports, three hundred and eight (308) were assessed as at 31 

December 2018. Since inception till 31 December 2018 four hundred and 

eighty-four (484) complaints have been filed and are getting more complex 

as creative structures emerge from the market.   

The need for funding, human resource and office space remain the key 

challenge for the B-BBEE Commission. The National Treasury had indicated 

that due to the fiscal constraints, the	dti must identify the budget within its 

resources, which will enable National Treasury to re-allocate those funds to 

the B-BBEE Commission. The B-BBEE Commission will continue to engage 

with the	dti	on these issues.

6.2  SWOT Analysis

SWOT analysis enables an organisation to examine and identify both 

internal and external influences. The main objective of SWOT analysis is 

to help the organisation evaluate and develop awareness of all factors that 

may impact on the organisation’s decision or achieving strategic goals. 

The table below provides summarized SWOT analysis elements that were 

identified during our strategy session:

Table	1:	List	of	Strengths	and	Weaknesses

Strengths Weaknesses

• Dedication and team work

• Knowledge, expertise and clear mandate

• Understanding of complementary legislation

• Ability to simplify the legislation

• Creation of a talent pool 

• Educating, raising awareness and advocacy

• Learning and training opportunities

• Remedial interventions 

• Inadequate budget and no permanent  
office space to operate in

• Human resource constraints

• Limitation in the legislation, e.g. no Tribunal, over 
criminalisation of the B-BBEE Act

•  Red tape and bureaucracy – turnaround times on 
decisions and processes slow

•  Language barriers affecting stakeholder 
understanding of the legislation

• Operational processes and data management not 
automated

Table	2:	List	of	Opportunities	and	Threats

Opportunities Threats

• Raise additional revenue through fees 
• Eradicate fronting practices
• Create and innovate solutions
• Making B-BBEE transactions and schemes more transparent
• Automate operational processes and data management 
•  More visibility and ability to influence the discourse and 

make impact 
• Upscale youth employment 
•  Communicating the B-BBEE Commission’s achievements and 

impact
• Collaboration with other institutions.

• Lack of political buy-in and support for B-BBEE
•  Lack of consultation in development or changes to 

policy, legislation and codes
• Negative reports on B-BBEE 
• Fronting practices 
• Circumvention of the law through B-BBEE models
•  Inconsistent application of B-BBEE by government 

departments and entities
• Resistance by stakeholders 
• Cybercrime
• Regulatory uncertainty
• Lack of integrity in verification processes
•  Misconception that government departments do 

not need to comply with B-BBEE Act, and to undergo 
verification of their B-BBEE claims

•  Lack of consequence for government departments 
that are  not complying with B-BBEE Act
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6.3 Organisational environment 

The B-BBEE Commission currently operates with limited personnel. The challenge facing the organisation includes inability to secure funding and to attract 

skilled, experienced people with requisite expertise who will hit the ground running upon joining the organisation. The work of the B-BBEE Commission is highly 

specialised and technical. Table below lists of identified challenges with possible interventions:  

Further, as our mandate is throughout the country, efficiency and effectiveness are critical to reaching all corners of South Africa through creative and user-

friendly means. We will operate in a cost-effective manner, use tax-payers’ money with the necessary diligence and utmost care, and in a manner that will not 

unnecessarily add to compliance and regulatory burden. High level operational systems and tools are necessary.

The high level Organisational Structure shown below is based on the defined strategic goals of the B-BBEE Commission informed by our mandate in the B-BBEE 

Act, taking into account the fiscal constraints. We are building the structure to meet the requirement over the initial planning period, and it is expected that this 

structure will be reviewed upon implementation with updates and changes where necessary to fully carry out the mandate. The organisational design process 

has been finalised.

Table	3:	List	of	Challenges	and	Interventions

Challenges Interventions

1.  Inadequate budget, no permanent office space to operate  and human 

resource constraints.

- Apply for additional budget from the	dti. 

- Engage the	dti to source office space.

2.  Lack of implementation of the B-BBEE Act by organs of states, public 

entities and SETAs [s10 and 13G].

-  Refer to relevant portfolio committees and engage with DPME 

and Auditor-General.

- Pursue non-compliance in terms of the B-BBEE Act.

-  Refer to the boards of entities (Social and Ethics Committees).

3. Sector Council issuing clarification and advice on B-BBEE.
-  Monitor implementation of the referral protocol and invoke 

trumping provision. 

4. Sector Codes / Charters that are not aligned. - Invoke trumping provision.

5.  Continuing harmful conduct while the matter is under investigation. - Court relief / interdict [ s13J (4)]. 



Organisational	Structure
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6.4 Description of the strategic planning process

The B-BBEE Commission conducted an extensive strategic and annual performance planning session to ensure objectivity and focus, and in accordance with 

the guidelines provided for public entities.  This was preceded by the initial assessment of the requirements, the mandate, the context, the policy framework, 

the necessary drivers, and the delivery model. 

Environmental (internal and external) factors that impacted organisational operations to achieve its strategic objectives in the previous and current financial 

year were considered during the strategic planning session.   The fact that major B-BBEE transaction threshold was published late was also noted as it impacted 

on the assessment process of registered major B-BBEE transactions. 

The process followed in the development of this strategy was explained, clarified and understood by all participants over the period to build the strategy. 

Mission, Vision, Brand Promise and Values were described. The process then progressed to Strategic Goals definition with necessary revisits and revisions. For 

each goal, Strategic Objectives were defined, along with their Outputs (deliverables). High level Performance Measures for each Output were agreed, and then 

Actions were described over the upcoming financial years’ quarters and forward for the following four years. 

This directly informed the organisational structure and budget requirements. Additional components for the Annual Performance Plan were built. All participants 

were given the opportunity to further review the strategic plan and make comments and suggestions. The result is a developed strategic plan, with buy-in from 

the participating team.

6.5 Strategic outcome oriented goals of the entity

The B-BBEE Commission seeks to support both the NDP 2030 vision, as well as the	dti, as follows:

Strategic	Goals Strategic	Goal	Statement

1.  Safeguarding the outcomes of an 

inclusive economy

Supports NDP Outcome 4 – decent employment through inclusive growth.

Facilitate broad-based economic empowerment through targeted interventions to achieve more 

inclusive growth.

2.  Implementing corrective 

enforcement to achieve 

compliance

Supports NDP Outcome 11 – Create a better South Africa and a better world.

Create a fair regulatory environment that enables transformational development in an equitable and 

socially responsible manner

3.  Researching, analyzing and 

reporting on the state of 

transformation

Provides trend and other in-depth analysis in easy to read formats to measure both the success of the 

B-BBEE Commission and transformation gains across South Africa.

Facilitate broad-based economic empowerment through targeted interventions to achieve more 

inclusive growth

4.  Collaborating with relevant 

stakeholders to advance 

transformation

Extends relationships with key stakeholders for the betterment of the economy in relation to B-BBEE

Supports NDP Outcome 12 – An efficient, effective and development-oriented public service

Promote a professional, ethical, dynamic competitive and customer-focused working environment that 

ensures effective and efficient service delivery

Create a fair regulatory environment that enables transformational development in an equitable and 

socially responsible manner

5.  Developing capability and capacity 

of the Commission to deliver on  

its mandate.

Supports NDP Outcome 12 – An efficient, effective and development-oriented public service

Promote a professional, ethical, dynamic competitive and customer-focused working environment that 

ensures effective and efficient service delivery
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Part	B:	Strategic	 
objectives
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The B-BBEE Commission is formed to contribute to the acceleration of economic transformation. The B-BBEE Commission has formulated strategic objectives 

to meet its mandate. Being its first five-year plan, changes are anticipated within this period as start-up activities end and the entity matures. This has been 

taken into account in the operational strategy, including phasing activities over the period. The following programmes are seen as key to achieve in the short 

to medium term.

7. Programme 1: Compliance

The strategic goal of programme 1 is to safeguard the outcomes of an inclusive economy. 

7.1 Strategic objective description

Part	B:	Strategic	
objectives

Strategic	objective Description	 Outputs	/	deliverables

Guide the implementation of the Act

The B-BBEE Commission providing answers 

to specific queries and requests for advice, 

as well as formulating directives, explanatory 

notes and clarification on the approach and 

interpretation where required.

Advisory Opinions / Clarifications

Practice Notes/Guides

Guidelines/ Brochures

Education and awareness

Assess B-BBEE Transactions and  

provide advice

Compliance checks prior to deals being 

completed to reduce the number of 

violations. By registering B-BBEE transactions, 

the B-BBEE Commission will have a handle 

on the number of transactions, extent and 

rate of compliance and be able to advise 

appropriately. 

Certificates of registration

Remedial Instruction 

B-BBEE Transactions Register

Leniency programmeEncourage disclosure of transactions that are 

not registered for assessment of compliance 

with the B-BBEE Act.

Assess Compliance Reports and  

provide feedback

The B-BBEE Commission receives and assess 

compliance reports and provide feedback 

with regards to the state of compliance as per 

the B-BBEE Act.

Certificates of compliance / rejection

Compliance Register

Strategic	Outcomes-
Oriented	Goal

Strategic	
Objective/	Output

Performance 
Indicator/Measure

Medium-Term	Targets Linkage	to	
Government’s	
Outcome

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Safeguarding the 

outcomes of an 

inclusive economy

Guide 

implementation of 

the Act

Average number of 

days taken to provide 

advice to clients

30 days 30 days 30 days Decent employ-

ment through  

inclusive growth

Average number of 

days taken to issue 

clarifications to clients 

5 days 5 days 5 days
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Strategic	Outcomes-
Oriented	Goal

Strategic	
Objective/	Output

Performance 
Indicator/Measure

Medium-Term	Targets Linkage	to	 
Government’s	 
Outcome

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Number of practice 

notes/guides 

developed and issued

2 annually 2 annually 2 annually

Number of Guidelines / 

Brochures developed

2 annually 2 annually 2 annually

Number of education 

and awareness 

sessions conducted

10 annually 10 annually 10 annually

Assess B-BBEE 

transactions and 

provide advice / 

initiatives

Average number of 

days taken to issue a 

registration certificate

10 days 10 days 10 days

Average number of 

days taken to assess a 

transaction and issue a 

remedial instruction

90 days 90 days 90 days

Average number of 

days taken to assess a 

transaction and issue a 

remedial instruction

Monitor 

leniency 

programme

Monitor 

leniency 

programme

Monitor 

leniency 

programme

Assess Compliance 

Reports and 

provide feedback

Average number of 

days taken to assess 

compliance reports 

and issue certificates of 

compliance / rejection

90 days 90 days 90 days

Strategic	
Outcomes-
Oriented	
Goal

Output Performance 
Indicator/
Measure

Annual Target 
2019/20

Quarterly Milestones

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

Safeguarding 

the outcomes 

of an inclusive 

economy

Guide 

implementation 

of the B-BBEE 

Act

Average number of 

days taken to provide 

advice to clients

30 days taken to provide 

advice to clients upon 

receipt 

Advice 

provided to 

clients within 

30 days upon  

receipt 

Advice provided 

to clients within 

30 days upon 

receipt

Advice provided to 

clients within 30 

days upon receipt

Advice 

provided to 

clients within 

30 days upon 

receipt

Average number of 

days taken to issue 

clarifications to clients

5 days taken to issue 

clarifications to clients 

upon receipt

Clarifications 

issued to 

clients within 

5 days upon  

receipt

Clarifications 

issued to clients 

within 5 days 

upon  receipt

Clarifications 

issued to clients 

within 5 days upon  

receipt

Clarifications 

issued to 

clients within 

5 days upon  

receipt

Number of practice 

notes/guides 

developed and issued

2 practice notes/guides 

developed and issued 

annually

NIL 1 practice note/

guide developed 

and issued

NIL 1 practice 

note/guide 

developed and 

issued

Number of Guidelines 

/ Brochures produced 

2 Guidelines / brochures 

produced annually

NIL Gather 

information, 

consult and 

develop 2 draft 

guidelines / 

brochures

Finalise 2 draft 

guidelines /

brochures for 

Commissioner’s 

review and input

2 Final 

guidelines/ 

brochures 

approved by 

Commissioner 

and issued
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Strategic	
Outcomes-
Oriented	
Goal

Output Performance 
Indicator/

Measure

Annual Target 
2019/20

Quarterly Milestones

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

Number of 

education and 

awareness 

programme 

conducted

10 education and 

awareness programme 

conducted annually and 

reports produced

2 education 

and awareness 

programme 

conducted and 

reports produced

Average number 

of days taken to 

issue registration 

certificates

Issue registration 

certificates within 10 

days of registration 

of major B-BBEE 

transactions

10 days 10 days 10 days 10 days

Assess B-BBEE 

transaction 

/ initiateand 

provide advice

Assess transactions 

and issue remedial 

instruction

90 days taken to assess 

B-BBEE transactions 

and issue remedial 

instruction

Assess B-BBEE 

transactions and 

issue remedial 

instruction within 

90 days upon 

receipt

Assess B-BBEE 

transactions and 

issue remedial 

instruction 

within 90 days 

upon receipt

Assess B-BBEE 

transactions and 

issue remedial 

instruction 

within 90 days 

upon receipt

Assess B-BBEE 

transactions and 

issue remedial 

instruction within 

90 days upon 

receipt

Assess 

Compliance 

Reports 

and provide 

feedback

Monitor and 

evaluate the 

Leniency 

programme

Monitor implementation 

of leniency programme 

developed

Receive 

applications 

and monitor 

implementation

Receive 

applications 

and monitor 

implementation

Receive 

applications 

and monitor 

implementation

Receive 

applications 

and monitor 

implementation

 Average number 

of days taken to 

assess compliance 

reports and 

issue compliance 

certificates / reject

90 days taken to assess 

compliance reports 

and  issue compliance 

certificate / reject

Assess  

compliance 

reports and issue 

certificates of 

compliance / 

rejection within 

90 days upon 

receipt

Assess  

compliance 

reports and 

issue certificates 

of compliance / 

rejection within 

90 days upon 

receipt

Assess  

compliance 

reports and 

issue certificates 

of compliance / 

rejection within 

90 days upon 

receipt

Assess  compliance 

reports and issue 

certificates of 

compliance / 

rejection within 90 

days upon receipt

7.2 Resource Considerations

The B-BBEE Commission concluded its organisational design process, which will ensure that adequate resources are employed in order for the entity to deliver 

on its mandate. The staff complement over the next three years is projected to be as follows, however an increase is also anticipated in areas that are identified 

to be understaffed and in order to improve service delivery and build capacity for the core functions of the organisation.

Projected	Number	of	Employees 2018/19 2019/20 2020/2021

Number of permanent employees 25 25 25

Number interns and/ trainees 2 2 2

Total	Staff	Complement	for	the	Programme 27 27 27

7.3 Risk Management

The Strategic Risks cut across all the programmes and strategic objectives and are discussed under paragraph 12.2..
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Strategic	
Outcomes-Oriented	
Goal

Strategic	
Objective/	
Output

Performance 
Indicator/
Measure

Medium-Term	Targets
Linkage	to	
Government’s	
Outcome

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Implementing 

corrective 

enforcement to 

achieve compliance

Conduct both 

proactive 

and reactive 

investigations

Average 

percentage of 

investigation 

findings  

produced on 

investigations 

conducted within 

12 months 

upon receipt 

of complaint / 

initiation 

On average 80% 

of investigation 

findings  produced 

on investigations 

conducted  within  

12 months upon 

receipt of complaint 

/ initiation

On average 80% 

of investigation 

findings produced 

on investigations 

conducted  within 

12 months 

upon receipt 

of complaint / 

initiation 

On average 80% 

of investigation 

findings  produced 

on investigations 

conducted  within 

12 months 

upon receipt 

of complaint / 

initiation 

Create a better South 

Africa and a better 

world

Facilitate and 

guide resolution 

of disputes 

through ADR 

and referral to 

other regulatory 

entities 

Percentage 

of identified 

cases analysed 

& investigated 

for possible 

ADR process 

and referred 

to appropriate 

forum within six 

(6) months.

100% identified 

cases for ADR 

analysed and 

investigated.  80% 

ADR concluded 

within 6 months 

and referred to 

other regulatory 

entities within 30 

days.

100% identified 

cases for ADR 

analysed and 

investigated.  80% 

ADR concluded 

within 6 months 

and referred to 

other regulatory 

entities within 30 

days.

100% identified 

cases for ADR 

analysed and 

investigated.  80% 

ADR concluded 

with 6 months and 

referred to other 

regulatory entities 

within 30 days.

Percentage of 

cases referred to 

other Regulatory 

entities within 

thirty (30) days

100% of identified 

cases referred 

within 30 days.

100% of identified 

cases referred 

within 30 days.

100% of identified 

cases referred 

within 30 days.

Refer for 

prosecution 

when necessary

Percentage of 

cases finalised 

and referred 

for prosecution 

when necessary.

100% of the 

identified cases 

referred for 

prosecution if any.

100% of the 

identified cases 

referred for 

prosecution if any.

100% of the 

identified cases 

referred for 

prosecution if any.

Strategic	objective Description	 Outputs	/	deliverables

Conduct both proactive and 

reactive Investigations.

Conduct pro and re-active investigations and produce reports with recommendations – 

includes summons, public hearings and site visits where required. 

Investigation findings 

Facilitate and guide 

resolution of disputes 

through ADR and feral to 

other regulatory entities. 

Resolve and refer cases for alternative dispute resolution. ADR Agreements

Referral to other regulatory entities. Notice of referral

Refer for prosecution when 

necessary.

Refer relevant cases for prosecution. Notice of referral

8.	Programme	2:	Investigations	and	enforcement

The strategic goal is a programme to implement corrective enforcement.to achieve compliance. 

8.1 Strategic objective description
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Strategic	
Outcomes-
Oriented	Goal

Output

Performance 
Indicator/

Measure

Annual Target 
2019/20 

Quarterly Milestones

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

Implementing 

corrective 

enforcement 

to achieve 

compliance

Conduct both 

proactive 

and reactive 

investigations.

Average percentage 

of reports produced 

on investigations 

conducted within 12 

months 

On average 

80% 

investigation 

findings 

produced on 

investigations 

conducted 

within12 

months upon 

receipt of 

compliant / 

initiation 

 On average 
80%  
investigation 
findings 
produced on 
investigations 
conducted 
within  12 
months upon 
receipt of 
compliant / 
initiation 

 On average 
80%  
investigation 
findings  
produced on 
investigations 
conducted 
within 12 
months upon 
receipt of 
compliant / 
initiation 

 On average 
80%  
investigation 
findings 
produced on 
investigations 
conducted 
within 12 
months upon 
receipt of 
compliant / 
initiation 

 On average 
80%  
investigation 
findings 
produced on 
investigations 
conducted 
within 12 
months upon 
receipt of 
compliant / 
initiation 

Encourage and 

guide resolution 

of disputes 

through ADR 

and referred to 

other regulatory 

entities. 

Percentage of 

cases analysed & 

investigated for 

possible ADR process 

and referred to 

appropriate forum 

within six (6) months.

 

100% identified 

cases for ADR 

analysed and 

investigated.  

80% ADR 

concluded 

within 6 

months and 

referred 

to other 

regulatory 

entities within 

30 days.

100% of 

identified 

cases for ADR 

analysed and 

investigated.  

80% ADR 

concluded 

within 6 

months and 

referred 

to other 

regulatory 

entities within 

30 days.

100% of 

identified 

cases for ADR 

analysed and 

investigated.  

80% % ADR 

concluded 

within 6 

months and 

referred 

to other 

regulatory 

entities within 

30 days.

100% of 

identified 

cases for ADR 

analysed and 

investigated.  

80% % ADR 

concluded 

within 6 

months and 

referred 

to other 

regulatory 

entities within 

30 days.

100% of 

identified cases 

for ADR analysed 

and investigated.  

80% ADR 

concluded 

within 6 months 

and referred to 

other regulatory 

entities within 

30 days.

Percentage of cases 

referred to other 

Regulatory entities 

within 30 days 

during analysis and 

investigation process.

100% of Cases 

referred 

to other 

regulatory 

institutions 

within 30 

days during 

analysis and 

investigation 

process.

100% of Cases 

referred within 

30 days.

100% of Cases 

referred within 

30 days.

100% of Cases 

referred within 

30 days.

100% of Cases 

referred within 

30 days.

Refer for 

prosecution 

when necessary.

Percentage of cases 

finalized and referred 

for prosecution when 

necessary.

100% of 

identified cases 

referred for 

prosecution 

when 

necessary.

NIL 100% of 

identified case 

finalized and 

referred for 

prosecution if 

any.

NIL 100% of 

identified case 

finalized and 

referred for 

prosecution if 

any.
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8.2 Resource Considerations

The B-BBEE Commission concluded its organisational design process, which ensured that adequate resources will be employed in order for the entity to deliver 

on its mandate. The staff complement over the next three years is projected to be as follows, however an increase is also anticipated in areas that will be 

identified to be understaffed and in order to improve service delivery and build capacity for the core functions of the organisation.

Projected	Number	of	Employees 2019/20 2020/21 2021/2022

Number of permanent employees 25 25 25

Number interns and/ trainees 3 3 3

Total	Staff	Compliment	for	the	Programme 28 28 28 

8.3 Risk Management

The Strategic Risks cut across all the strategic objectives and are discussed under paragraph 12.2.

9.	Programme	3:	Research,	analysis	and	reporting	

The strategic goal of programme 3 is researching, analyzing and reporting on the state of transformation

9.1 Strategic objective description

Strategic	objective Description	 Outputs	/	deliverables

Collect and analyse data by 

economic sectors.

Collate data for analysis and monitoring of trends from the B-BBEE certificate 

portal system for production of sector report and trend tracking.

Sector trends Report

Report on B-BBEE National 

Status and Transformation 

Trends.

Collate and analyse compliance reports, sector council reports, major B-BBEE 

Transactions, B-BBEE certificate portal and produce report on National State of 

B-BBEE Economic Transformation.

‘National Status’ Annual Report

Strategic	
Outcomes-
Oriented	Goal

Strategic	
Objective/	
Output

Performance 
Indicator/

Measure

Medium-Term	Targets Linkage	to	
Government’s	
Outcome

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Researching, 
analysing and 
reporting on 
the state of 
transformation

Collect and 
analyse data 
by economic 
sectors 

Number of Sector 
Reports produced 
and data analysed 

2 Sector 
reports 
produced 
annually 
and 100% of 
data tracked 
from the 
B-BBEE 
certificate 
portal 
system.

2 Sector 
reports 
produced 
annually and 
100% of data 
tracked from 
the B-BBE 
certificate 
porta l 
system.

2 Sector 
reports 
produced 
annually 
and 100% 
of data 
tracked from 
the B-BBEE 
certificate  
portal 
system.

Report on 
B-BBEE National 
Status and 
Transformation 
Trends

Number of 
‘National Status’ 
Annual Report 
produced

1 National 
Status 
annual 
report 
produced.

1 National 
Status annual 
report

1 National 
Status 
annual 
report
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Strategic	
Outcomes-Oriented	
Goal

Output Performance 
Indicator/
Measure

Annual Target 
2018/19 

Quarterly Milestones
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

Researching, analysing 

and reporting on 

the state of B-BBEE 

transformation

Collect and analyse 

data by economic 

sectors

Number of Sector 

Reports produced 

and data analysed 

100% data 

tracked, 

collected 

from B-BBEE 

certificate 

portal system 

and analysed. 

1 sector report 

produced. 

NIL 100% data 

tracked, 

collected from 

B-BBEE portal 

system and 

analysed. 

1 sector report 

produced  

NIL 100% data tracked, 

collected from 

B-BBEE certificate 

portal system and 

analysed. 

1 sector report 

produced. 

Report on B-BBEE 

National Status and 

Transformation 

Trends

Number of 

‘National Status’ 

Annual Report 

produced

1 National 

Status annual 

report 

produced.

NIL NIL NIL 1 Annual National 

Status report 

produced.

9.2 Resource Considerations

The B-BBEE Commission concluded its organisational design process, which ensured that adequate resources will be employed in order for the entity to 

deliver on its mandate. The staff complement over the next three years is projected to be as follows, however an increase is also anticipated in areas that will 

be identified to be understaffed and in order to improve service delivery and build capacity for the core functions of the organisation.

Projected	Number	of	Employees 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Number of permanent employees 12 12 12

Number interns and/ trainees 2  2  2

Total	Staff	Complement	for	the	Programme 14 14 14

9.3 Risk Management

The Strategic Risks cut across all the strategic objectives and are discussed under paragraph 12.2.

10.	Programme	4:	Relationship	Building/Stakeholder	Relations

The strategic goal of programme 4 is collaborating with relevant stakeholders to advance transformation

10.1 Strategic objective description

Strategic	objective Description	 Outputs	/	deliverables

Build mutual relationships with selected 

partners

Identify stakeholders, set-up meetings, agree on areas of mutual 

interest and enter into memoranda of agreement/binding 

agreements.

Memoranda of Cooperation

Binding agreements with enforcement 

Agencies

Referral Protocol

Develop a service delivery plan for customer satisfactory 

service.

Service Delivery Improvement Plan
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Strategic	
Outcomes-
Oriented	Goal

Strategic	
Objective/	
Output

Performance 
Indicator/

Measure

Medium-Term	Targets Linkage	to	
Government’s	
Outcome

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Collaborating 

with relevant 

stakeholders to 

advance B-BBEE 

transformation

Build mutual 

relationships 

with selected 

partners

Monitor, maintain 

and evaluate 

relationships

Monitor 

relationships 

and implement 

agreements 

Monitor 

relationship 

Maintain 

relationships, 

evaluate and 

review 

An efficient, effective and 

development -orientated 

public service

Satisfactory 

Customer 

service

Develop and 

Monitor 

Service Delivery 

Improvement Plan

Develop 

Service Delivery 

Improvement Plan

Review and 

Monitor 

Service Delivery 

Improvement Plan

Review and 

Monitor 

Service Delivery 

Improvement 

Plan

Strategic	
Outcomes-
Oriented	Goal

Output Performance 
Indicator/
Measure

Annual Target 
2019/20

Quarterly Milestones

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

Collaborating 

with relevant 

stakeholders 

to advance 

transformation

Build mutual 

relationships 

with selected 

partners

Relations 

Monitored, 

maintained and 

evaluated 

Monitor 

relationships 

and implement 

agreements with 

reports produced 

NIL Monitor 

relationships 

and implement 

agreements 

with report 

produced

NIL Monitor 

relationships 

and implement 

agreements with 

report produced

Satisfactory 

Customer 

Service

Service Delivery 

Improvement  

Plan Developed 

and Monitored

Develop, 

implement 

and Monitor 

Service Delivery 

Improvement 

Plan

Develop 

Service 

Delivery 

Improvement 

Plan

Implement 

and Monitor 

Service 

Delivery 

Improvement 

Plan

Implement 

and Monitor 

Service Delivery 

Improvement  

Plan

Implement 

and Monitor 

Service Delivery 

Improvement  

Plan

10.2 Resource Considerations

The Commission concluded its organisational design process, which -ensured that adequate resources will be employed in order for the entity to deliver on its 

mandate. The staff complement over the next three years is projected to be as follows: 

Projected	Number	of	Employees 2018/19 2019/20 2020/2021

Number of permanent employees 4 4 4

Number interns and/ trainees 1 1 1

Total	Staff	Complement	for	the	Programme 5 5 5

10.3 Risk Management

The Strategic Risks cut across all the strategic objectives and are discussed under paragraph 12.2.
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11.	Programme	5:	Administration

The strategic objective of programme 5 is developing capability and capacity of the B-BBEE Commission to deliver on  

its mandate.

11.1 Strategic objective description

Strategic	objective Description	 Outputs	/	deliverables

Develop an ICT Strategy and 

infrastructure

Assess B-BBEE Commission’s needs, engage with stakeholders, 

conduct benchmark study, collate information, confer with 

stakeholders and develop ICT strategy, integrated data-base (data 

warehouse) as well as infrastructure.  

Integrated data bases  

(data warehouse) of the B-BBEE 

Commission

ICT infrastructure 

Develop and maintain Support Systems Prioritise systems in line with ICT needs of the B-BBEE 

Commission and maintain.

Financial system 

Human Resource Management and 

Development (HRM & D) System

Contact Centre Management System

B-BBEE Certificate Portal

Case Management System

Staff the B-BBEE Commission and develop 

a talent pipeline. 

Develop and implement strategy for capacity building of B-BBEE 

Commission staff and creation of talent pool. 

Capacity building programme and 

internship program 

Strategic	
Outcomes-
Oriented	Goal

Strategic	
Objective/	
Output

Performance 
Indicator/

Measure

Medium-Term	Targets Linkage	to	
Government’s	 
Outcome

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Developing 

capability and 

capacity of the 

Commission to 

deliver on its 

mandate

Develop and 

Implement ICT 

strategy and 

infrastructure

Develop 

Integrated data 

base (data 

warehouse) for 

of the B-BBEE 

Commission.

Develop 

integrated data 

base (data 

warehouse)

Implement 

and monitor 

integrated 

data-base (data 

warehouse)

Monitor 

implementation 

of integrated 

data-base(data 

warehouse)  and ICT 

plan and review ICT 

5year plan

An efficient, effective and 

development-oriented 

public service

Develop, 

Implement and 

maintain support 

systems

Number 

of systems 

developed, 

implemented 

and monitored

4 Systems 

developed 

and 5 systems 

Implemented 

(CMS, Phase 

2 B-BBEE 

certificate & 

reports portal, 

HRMD,  Contact 

Centre and 

Financial)   

 Monitor and 

maintain  the 

5 systems  

(CMS, B-BBEE 

certificate & 

reports portal, 

HRMD, Contact 

Centre and 

Financial)   

Monitor, maintain 

and review  the 

5 systems  (CMS, 

B-BBEE certificate 

& reports portal, 

HRMD, Contact 

Centre and Financial)   

Staff the B-BBEE 

Commission and 

develop a talent 

pipeline

Average 

percentage of 

officials trained  

60% officials 

trained 

60% officials 

trained

60% officials trained

Number of 

graduates on 

Internship 

and Trainee 

programme

 None 10 Graduates 10 Graduates
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Strategic	
Outcomes-
Oriented	Goal

Output Performance	Indicator/

Measure

Annual Target 
2019/20 

Quarterly Milestones

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

Developing 

capability and 

capacity of the 

Commission to 

deliver on its 

mandate

Develop and 

Implement an 

ICT strategy and 

infrastructure

Develop Integrated 

data bases for  the 

B-BBEE Commission

Develop intergraded  

data base

NIL NIL Integrated 

data bases 

developed 

NIL

Develop, 

Implement 

and maintain 

support 

systems

Number of systems 

developed, 

implemented and 

monitored

Implementation  of 

the 2 Systems (CMS & 

B-BBEE certificate and 

repots portal)   

Develop CMS 

and B-BBEE 

Certificate 

reports 

portal

Implement and 

Maintain the 

systems

Maintain the 

systems

Maintain the 

systems

Staff the 

Commission 

and develop a 

talent pipeline 

with capability 

and capacity 

ahead of 

demand

Average percent of 

trained officials for 

capacity building 

60% officials trained 

annually 

NIL NIL NIL 60%  officials 

trained

11.2 Resource Considerations

The B-BBEE Commission concluded its organisational design process, which ensured that adequate resources will be employed in order for the entity to 

deliver on its mandate. The staff complement over the next three years is projected to be as follows, however an increase is also anticipated in order to 

improve service delivery and also ensure proper segregation of duties within the organisation

Projected	Number	of	Employees 2019/20 2020/21 2021/2022

Number of permanent employees 47 47 47

Number interns and/ trainees 2 2 2

Total	Staff	Complement	for	the	Programme 49 49 49

11.3 Risk Management

The Strategic Risks cut across all the strategic objectives and are discussed under paragraph 12.2.



Part	C:	Links	to	 
other plans
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Part	C:	Links	to	other	plans
12.	Existing	Plans 

12.1 Financial Plan

Economic	Classification 2019/20 Rm 2020/21 Rm 2021/22 Rm

Compensation of Employees 86 000 91 000 97 000

Goods and Services 47 000 50 000 52 000

Total	operational	expenditure 133 000 141 000 149 000

 Payment for capital assets 5 000 5 000 5 000

Total	expenditure 138 000 146 000 154 000

12.2 Risk Management Plan

Strategic Risks have been identified and described below with their mitigating actions. The Risk Committee will control the register and updates of both 

Strategic Risks and Operational Risks.

Risk	1 Lack	of	infrastructure	to	support	the	B-BBEE	Commission

Mitigation 6. Monitor the implement the ICT Strategy. 

7. Timely procurement of ICT infrastructure.

Risk	2 	Inadequate	human	resources	to	deliver	on	the	mandate

Mitigation 1. Recruitment and secondment of multi-skilled and experienced human resource

2. Graduate training programme – build capacity organically 

3. Capacity building programme, training and development of resources.

Risk	3 Inadequate	financial	resources	to	effectively	execute	the	B-BBEE	Commission’s	mandate

Mitigation 1. Apply for additional budget from the	dti.

Risk	4 	Non	–	compliance	with		corrective	action	and		recommendations	to	stakeholders

Mitigation 1. Enforcement 

Risk	5 Litigation	against	B-BBEE	Commission	and	Clients

1. Proper investigations plan

2. Adequate legal support

Risk	6 Regulatory Uncertainty 

Mitigation 1. Issue practice guides on B-BBEE

2. SLA with the	dti on policy matters 

13.		Links	to	the	long-term	infrastructure	and	other	capital	plans

None at current time

14.	Conditional	grants

Not applicable

15.	Public	entities

Not applicable

16. Public-private partnerships

Not applicable
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Annexure	A	–	Technical	indicator	descriptions	

Strategic Goal 1 - Safeguarding the outcomes of an inclusive economy 

Programme 1 - Compliance

Strategic	Objective Educate	all	stakeholders	in	the	purpose	and	vision	and	implementation	to	achieve	 
an all-inclusive economy

Indicator	title 1.1	Percentage	of	education	materials	produced	by	the	B-BBEE	Commission	with	Fog	Index	of	8	
or less

Short definition The B-BBEE Commission must provide electronic and printed materials in alignment with the B-BBEE Act in an 

easy to read format relevant to the audience.

Purpose/importance Relevant educational information must be made available to all audiences in order to educate stakeholders in 

the purpose and vision of the B-BBEE Act. Understanding this will aid in the overall spirit of B-BBEE goals.

Source/ collection of data Education materials may be outsourced or produced internally by B-BBEE Commission staff.

Method of calculation Utilise the Fog Index methodology to ensure the materials are understandable. The outside limit is a level of 8. 

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Outcome

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly 

Baseline Indicator Two annually

Desired performance A lower Fog Index is desirable

Indicator Responsibility Executive Manager:  Compliance  and Executive Manager: Organizational Strategy & Performance

Strategic	Objective Guide	implementation	of	the	B-BBEE	Act

Indicator	Title 1.2	Requests	for	advice	are	documented	in	writing	within	30	working	days	of	receipt.

Short definition Advisory Opinions are generated in response to requests for advice on B-BBEE issues. These 
must be registered, investigated and feedback to requestor within the specific number of 
days.

Purpose/importance The purpose is to ensure all stakeholders’ queries are dealt with in a timely manner by issuing 
advisory opinions in response to all queries. 

Source/ collection of data All requests for advice are recorded centrally with date received, date of feedback and date 
closed (finalised).

Method of calculation Percentage of Advisory Opinions meeting the 30 working day limit against all requests for 
advice.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Outputs

Calculation type Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

Baseline Indicator Advice provided to client 30 days upon  receipt 

Desired performance 100%

Indicator Responsibility Executive Manager:  Compliance
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Strategic	Objective Guide	implementation	of	the	B-BBEE	Act

Indicator	title 1.3	Requests	for	clarifications	are	documented	in	writing	within	5	working	days	of	receipt.

Short definition Clarifications are generated in response to requests for clarity on B-BBEE issues. These must be registered and provide 

feedback to requestor within the specific number of days.

Purpose/importance The purpose is to ensure all stakeholders’ queries are dealt with in a timely manner by issuing clarification in response 

to all queries. 

Source/ collection of data All requests for clarification are recorded centrally with date received, date of feedback and date closed (finalised).

Method of calculation Percentage of Clarifications provided within the 5 working days limit against all requests for advice.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Outputs

Calculation type Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

Baseline Indicator Clarifications provided to client within 5 days upon  receipt 

Desired performance 100%

Indicator Responsibility Executive Manager:  Compliance

Strategic	Objective Guide	implementation	of	the	Act

Indicator	title 1.4	Explanatory	Notes/Guides	must	be	issued	twice	a	year		to	all	stakeholders	on	both	hard 
copy	and	electronically

Short definition Practice notes provide feedback to stakeholders to clarify any areas of the B-BBEE Act which may require it.

Purpose/importance The purpose is to ensure all stakeholders receive further clarification on various parts of the Act as required.

Source/ collection of data The B-BBEE Commission collates the relevant topics for the Practice Notes based on areas raised by stakeholders, 

informed by advisory topics and internal research

Method of calculation Number of Practice Notes issued per year.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Outputs

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Annually

Baseline Indicator Two  practice notes/ guides issued annually

Desired performance Additional Practice Notes over two could be deemed an improvement, if quality is maintained.

Indicator Responsibility Executive Manager:  Compliance
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Strategic	Objective Assess	B-BBEE	Transactions	/	initiatives	and	provide	advice

Indicator	title 1.5	Compliance	with	the	B-BBEE	Act	and	Corporate	Governance

Short definition The B-BBEE Commission is charged with assuring that B-BBEE transactions comply with the B-BBEE Act and Companies 

Acts.

Purpose/importance The purpose is to ensure all B-BBEE transactions are legal in respect of the law. It is important that the B-BBEE 

Commission drive compliance and best practice.

Source/ collection of data All B-BBEE transactions registered with the B-BBEE Commission will be audited internally. Non-compliance will be dealt 

with in terms of specific procedures. 

Method of calculation Percentage of all non-compliant transactions showing adherence to the defined process to become compliant.

Data limitations Only those B-BBEE transactions above the gazette threshold, that are registered, can be measured.

Type of indicator Outputs

Calculation type Non-Cumulative

Reporting cycle Annually

Baseline Indicator New

Desired performance All non-compliant transactions should be following the defined steps so 100% is desirable.

Indicator Responsibility Executive Manager:  Compliance

Strategic	Objective Assess	B-BBEE	Transactions	/	initiatives	and	provide	advice

Indicator	title 1.6	Register	of	B-BBEE	Transactions

Short definition The B-BBEE Commission is charged with registering all B-BBEE transactions(above threshold)  which should be 

published electronically 

Purpose/importance The purpose is to ensure all B-BBEE transactions are legal in respect of the law. It is important that the B-BBEE 

Commission drive compliance and best practice.

Source/ collection of data All B-BBEE transactions registered with the B-BBEE Commission will be audited internally. Non-compliance will be dealt 

with in terms of specific procedures. 

Method of calculation Percentage of all non-compliant transactions showing adherence to the defined process to become compliant.

Data limitations Only those B-BBEE transactions above the gazette threshold, that are registered, can be measured.

Type of indicator Outputs

Calculation type Non-Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

Baseline Indicator Assess transactions within 90 days upon registration

Desired performance A monthly update must be published

Indicator Responsibility Executive Manager:  Compliance  and Executive Manager: Organizational Strategy & Performance
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Strategic	Objective Assess	Compliance	Reports	and	provide	feedback

Indicator	title 1.7	Compliance	reports	in	line	with	section	13G

Short definition The B-BBEE Commission will acknowledge receipt and assess the compliance reports and provide feedback with 

regards to state of compliance as per the B-BBEE Act

Purpose/importance The purpose is to ensure transparency with B-BBEE compliance

Source/ collection of data Submitted compliance report from JSE listed companies, organs of state, state-owned entities, SETA’s 

Method of calculation Certificate of Compliance / rejection will be sent to all entities that submitted compliance report to B-BBEE Commission  

Data limitations Only submitted compliance report will be assessed and analysed 

Type of indicator Outputs

Calculation type Non-Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly 

Baseline Indicator 90 days taken to assess compliance report 

Desired performance Monthly update

Indicator Responsibility Executive Manager:  Compliance  and Executive Manager: Organizational Strategy & Performance

Strategic	Goal	2:	Implementing	corrective	enforcement	to	achieve	compliance

Programme 2: Investigations and Enforcement

Strategic	Objective Conduct	both	proactive	and	reactive	Investigations

Indicator	title 2.1	Percentage	of	reports	produced	on	investigations	conducted	within	12	months	 
upon receipt of compliant

Short definition Investigation reports must be registered, tracked, investigated, feedback and closed so that the person with the query 

feels the value-add service being provided by the B-BBEE Commission

Purpose/importance The efficiency of the B-BBEE Commission to deal with queries in a timely fashion is of paramount importance. 

Source/ collection of data Database

Method of calculation Days  between Date of registration to Date of closure of each report should be less than 365 as a percentage of all 

Investigative reports

Data limitations Accurate dates must be captured and stored

Type of indicator Activities

Calculation type Non-Cumulative

Reporting cycle Annual

Baseline Indicator On average 80% reports produced on investigations conducted within 12 months upon receipt of compliant

Desired performance 100%

Indicator Responsibility Executive Manager: Investigations & Enforcement
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Strategic	Objective Facilitate	and	guide	resolution	of	disputes	through	ADR	and	referral	to	other	 
regulatory	entities

Indicator	title 2.2	Percentage	of	identified	cases	for	possible	Alternative	Dispute	Resolution	process	

Short definition The objective is to try and resolve disputes before prosecution. 

Purpose/importance The desire is to get ADR agreement in preference to prosecution.

Source/ collection of data Database

Method of calculation Number of disputes reaching ADR agreements, as a percentage of all disputes

Data limitations The database should be able to track the outcome of the dispute in order to hand over disputes for prosecution if 

consensus cannot be reached.

Type of indicator Outputs

Calculation type Non-Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

Baseline Indicator Three cases referred for ADR 

Desired performance The higher the percentage, the better the performance

Indicator Responsibility Executive Manager: Investigations & Enforcement

Strategic	Objective Refer	for	prosecution	when	necessary

Indicator	title 2.3	Updated	register	of	cases	referred	for	prosecution	

Short definition When consensus cannot be reached, it is necessary to hand over disputes for prosecution. The register of these 

disputes needs to be tracked and kept up to date.

Purpose/importance The B-BBEE Commission is interested in the closure of all disputes. Those going to external parties for prosecution 

need to be tracked until closure

Source/ collection of data Register

Method of calculation The register must be published quarterly

Data limitations Desire of the prosecuting authority to keep the B-BBEE Commission informed on progress of all cases it is assigned

Type of indicator Outcomes

Calculation type Non-Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

Baseline Indicator One case referred for prosecution if any

Desired performance 1 publication per quarter

Indicator Responsibility Executive Manager: Investigations & Enforcement
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Strategic	Goal	3:	Researching,	analyzing	and	reporting	on	the	state	of	transformation

Programme 3: Research, Analysis & Reporting

Strategic	Objective Collect	and	analyse	data	by	economic	sectors

Indicator	title 3.1	Sector	Report	showing	year	on	year	transformation	improvement	over	the	B-BBEE	 
elements

Short definition A published report outlining the performance of each sector across the B-BBEE elements. The scores should be 

compared to previous year to show a constant improvement

Purpose/importance The reach of the B-BBEE Commission’s involved should be felt across each sector and all elements. This report will 

collate the information with comparisons to previous years

Source/ collection of data The database held by the B-BBEE Commission (B-BBEE certificate portal system) will hold the overall results of the 

sectors performance across the B—BBEE elements. 

Method of calculation Number of Sector reports published

Data limitations Availability of the data from each sector 

Type of indicator Impact 

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Annual

Baseline Indicator Two report 

Desired performance Two per year

Indicator Responsibility Chief Economist

Strategic	Objective Report	on	B-BBEE	National	Status	and	Transformation	Trends

Indicator	title 3.2	‘National	Status’	Report	produced	annually	

Short definition A report of the B-BBEE status as a nation

Purpose/importance Feedback to the stakeholders as to the status and reach of the B-BBEE Commission’s work

Source/ collection of data Database (B-BBEE certificate Portal system), Compliance report, major B-BBEE transactions. 

Method of calculation Number of reports published

Data limitations Content to produce the report may need to be sourced externally

Type of indicator Impact

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Annual

Baseline Indicator One report

Desired performance One per year (published in the first quarter of the next financial year)

Indicator Responsibility Chief Economist
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Strategic	Objective Increasing	trend	of	B-BBEE	ownership	in	listed	and	non-listed	companies

Indicator	title 3.3	‘National	Status’	Report	produced	annually	

Short definition The implementation of the B-BBEE Act can be measured by examining the equity that black people own and the 

movement of black people in management and decision making structures, in key organisations.

Purpose/importance The ownership of black people in organisations is seen as a key marker of the impact of B-BBEE policy. The upward 

trend of ownership equity is desirable each year.

Source/ collection of data The JSE (Johannesburg Stock Exchange) publishes ownership equity figures of listed companies. A selection of other 

key companies must be included from the private sector.

Method of calculation The percentage of black ownership equity over all equity

Data limitations Availability of private sector information

Type of indicator Impact

Calculation type Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle Annual

Baseline Indicator New

Desired performance The equity holding and management control should be increasing over time

Indicator Responsibility Chief Economist

Strategic	Objective Assess	impact	of	B-BBEE	Commission’s	initiatives

Indicator	title 3.4	Regulatory	Impact	Assessment	Report	showing	a	year	on	year		decline	in	the	factors	inhibiting	
positive	change

Short definition The B-BBEE Commission is to produce a report annually highlighting the factors inhibiting positive change, according to 

the 5 elements of B-BBEE

Purpose/importance It is vital that the B-BBEE Commission shares the challenges and successes of its initiatives with its stakeholders.

Source/ collection of data Databases

Method of calculation Number of Impact assessment Reports in a year

Data limitations Availability of data from external sources and objective interpretation of the B-BBEE position

Type of indicator Impact

Calculation type Non-Cumulative

Reporting cycle Annual

Baseline Indicator New

Desired performance One

Indicator Responsibility Chief Economist
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Strategic	Goal	4:	Collaborating	with	relevant	stakeholders	to	advance	transformation

Programme 4: Relationship Building/Stakeholder Relations

Strategic	Objective Build	mutual	relationships	with	selected	partners

Indicator	title 4.1	Segment	stakeholders	for	those	selected	partners	and	generate	stakeholder	engagement	plans

Short definition The B-BBEE Commission must engage with partners to form relationships that are mutually beneficial to aid in the 

achievement of the B-BBEE goals. By selecting stakeholders and developing plans to work closely together is the first 

step in the process

Purpose/importance The implementation and success of the B-BBEE initiatives cannot be done by the B-BBEE Commission alone. Key 

stakeholders need to play an role in understanding, advocating and implementing 

Source/ collection of data Internal selection of stakeholders and generation of an individual plan to engage with the entity

Method of calculation A list of selected stakeholders must exist and a plan for each one must exist. The calculation is the percentage of 

existing plans for stakeholders  all selected stakeholders

Data limitations None 

Type of indicator Output

Calculation type Cumulative

Reporting cycle Annual

Baseline Indicator Two memoranda of understanding entered to per year

Desired performance Two memoranda of understanding entered to per year 

Indicator Responsibility Executive Manager: Organisational Strategy and Performance

Strategic	Goal	5:	Developing	capability	and	capacity	of	the	B-BBEE	Commission	to	deliver	 
on	its	mandate

Programme 5: Administration

Strategic	Objective Develop	an	ICT	Strategy	and	infrastructure

Indicator	title 5.1		ICT	5	year	plan	produced	and	approved	

Short definition The ICT plan will describe the infrastructure, application, data and security layers required to support the Commission’s 

activities

Purpose/importance The B-BBEE Commission relies heavily on ICT for the storage of information for its activities.  It is a major budget item 

and should be closely managed to the plan.

Source/ collection of data ICT plan should be available electronically for all Committees and internal stakeholders

Method of calculation The plan should be updated annually, approved and be readily available.

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Activities

Calculation type Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle Annual 

Baseline Indicator One ICT plan

Desired performance One approved plan 

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Officer
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Strategic	Objective Develop	and	maintain	Support	Systems

Indicator	title 5.2		Number	of	systems	developed	and	maintained		

Short definition Development of operational system

Purpose/importance B-BBEE Commission requires automated systems to improve efficiency  

Source/ collection of data Benchmark with other organs of state

Method of calculation Number of systems developed  

Data limitations None 

Type of indicator Outcome

Calculation type Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle Annual

Baseline Indicator One system 

Desired performance Five systems

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Officer

Strategic	Objective Staff	the	B-BBEE	Commission	and	develop	a	talent	pipeline	

Indicator	title 5.3	Number	of	graduates	on	Internship	and	Trainee	Programme

Short definition The Internship and Trainee Programme exists to ensure steady growth of the available resource base for both the 

Commission and South Africa at large

Purpose/importance Growing young people organically into the values and vision of the B-BBEE Commission is a future-proof mechanism to 

ensure the success of the B-BBEE Commission

Source/ collection of data Human Resource records

Method of calculation Count of the number of graduates on an official B-BBEE Commission programme divided by the number of total staff of 

the B-BBEE Commission

Data limitations None 

Type of indicator Capacitation

Calculation type Non-Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

Baseline Indicator 6

Desired performance The level is dependent on the available budget to support the graduates.

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Officer

Strategic	Objective Staff	the	B-BBEE	Commission	and	develop	a	talent	pipeline	

Indicator	title 5.4		Percentage	of	officials	trained	for	capacity	building

Short definition Staff development and training exist to ensure improvement of skills and knowledge of employees within the B-BBEE 

Commission. 

Purpose/importance Staff development and training assist in creating a pool of readily available and adequate replacements for personnel 

who may leave or move up in the B-BBEE Commission.  

Source/ collection of data Human Resource records

Method of calculation Number of staff members training annually

Data limitations None

Type of indicator Capacitation

Calculation type Non-Cumulative

Reporting cycle Quarterly

Baseline Indicator 10

Desired performance 60%

Indicator Responsibility Chief Operations Officer 
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Contact us
Hotline:086 666 5432

Tel: +27 (12) 649 0910 
bee-info@beecommission.gov.za

 
420 Witch Hazel Avenue

Eco Glades 2, Block C

Eco Park , Centurion, 0144
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